Q3: Comments

Pokemon Go

cross country ski

Bird feeding, cleanup (discarded fishing line, broken glass, litter)

Tennis

Simply enjoying our lovely area and outdoors.

climbing wall
Our wedding party!!
Rockhounding

Splash pad

Rock hounding

Model Rockets
Horse Shoes

Paragliding

baseball, hockey

Tenniy

Snow shoeing, sledding

Tennis

Q4: Comments

Showing 24 responses

would be nice to have an indoor pool for year round use

build more trails for running and biking

Organized cleanups, enhancements for community members

Getting people outdoors doing anything is wonderful and healthy.
off leash dog parks
running, hiking, walking
We need more off-leash dog areas
Off leash dog walking trails
Importance of having a safe place to walk your leashed dog(s).
Community races/non-team sport events
off-leash dog walking
Trailrunning
More opportunities for pet owners.
Off Leash wooded dog walking trails
Would be nice to have more activities for the 2-4 year olds
Long connected trails
Walking and running path expansion and pedestrian bridge crossing the Yellowstone River at Meyers Landing
Secure (away from traffic) off leash dog areas
Off leash dog walking in nature areas
Hockey!!
Infrastructure for safe cycling. Trails in and
Dog walking off leash
biking and walking for transportation
Need to consider improved connectivity to better integrate the trail system, and to link areas with differing recreation emphases

Q5 Comments:
Connecting Trails! Not just neighborhoods but actually being able to walk from one side of town to another...safely.

transportation—ability to get places

Trees and nice grass areas to enjoy the natural outdoors

More bikepaths away from car traffic

Dog park

Trails

More trails in general. Beggers can't be choosers

Public wooded walking trails

Off leash dog walking in nature areas

hockey!

We should have a public trail from river levy to Moja park.

Workout parks

Q6 Comments:

As mentioned earlier, getting people outdoors doing anything is wonderful and healthy.
Wooded trails for winter use protected from wind

Less emphasis on dogs and dog owners

note: the number scale for questions 7&8 doesn’t work, it keeps dropping the numbers I pick.

Wooded walking trails

Can we direct bicycle traffic to the bicycle path?

Off leash dog walking in nature areas

before building new trails, maintain and update our current fields and parks. The baseball complex need a lot of work.

Please don’t pave unpaved trails.

Off leash dog park in riparian area/tree lined and protected from the wind.

Q11 Comments:

Noxious Weed control needs to be a higher priority for the city.

no fencing for dog park

I’m concerned that our use impacts the wildlife, not their impact on us. In the big picture they have very little negative impact on us, a little moose chase dog thing occasionally, dog chase deer thing occurs much more frequently. Users need to be mindful that we’re in their home, not vice versa.

Need restroom by hospital trail
The City needs to get on the baby's breath weed problem coming from the cemetery.

my only concern in the small park at the end of south 3rd with that rock climbing thing - where a child could fall off or be pushed (accidentally or otherwise) off and fall and get hurt...

People who disregard leash laws. Animal control doesn't do its job enforcing existing leash laws. I say this as an avid dog walker.

Need more year round trails (wind protected)

Limit of trails

Shade on walking path, trees! Garbage cans! Benches

note: the number scale for questions 7&8 doesn't work. it keeps dropping the numbers i pick.

Need wooded trails

You need a fence in between the dog parks and adjoining properties.

Please enforce dog leash laws!

nets, weeds, dog feces in sac park is clearly neglected

Prefer unpaved bike trails as grooves/bumps on paved too jarring

Q14 Comments:

Grateful for the connector trail by KPRK

The up keep in bad, bushes need to be trimmed, trees need to pruned, painting of car vs trail user

The amount of weeds around city parks and trails is unsightly!

Please add a rec center, a ton of trails and a climbing gym. Thanks!

I like being able to take my dog on trails. I keep her leashed and pick up her bowel movements. I wish others did the same. Especially the dog piles on the trails is out of control.
Noxious Weed control needs to be a higher priority for the city. Access to free roaming dog trails is too limited.

Fenced in dog park please!

The plan for trail connectivity within City limits is important to prioritize.

Use a adopt a trail method to keep or build more trails.

Waterfowl management and community education about how to interact appropriately with all birds.

Keep up maintenance

None

I see that the trails are being made but not maintain...like mowing the weeds down in the summer time along or on the trails.

Too many off leash dogs and areas are dangerous.

I’m aggravated by the “Girl Scout” area being closed off and the walking bridge being dismantled. Even though I know there is high water mark access, I have been yelled at and confronted by homeowners time and time again just by taking a simple walk in the river. We need to make it clear where access points truly are, because homeowners are claiming it all especially down in the east side of town. Someone even built a private bridge over Fleshman Creek to claim an island over here. I am sure that was not approved through the proper channels. Even though I live a block from the river I have to go so far around to get access without the potential of getting yelled at or even shot.

put a bridge at the dog park to get to the hospital

We need to work within our budget and maintain what we have.
Workout park would be nice

It seems the city has a hard time taking care of what we already have. Let's dream about the future, but not act yet. Prove we can take care of what we have first. We have great parks & trails. Keep them weeded, maintained, and free from vandalism.

More connectedness trails

The ball fields are in terrible shape and you are totally ignoring them. You are pandering to a very limited number of people and ignoring the many school kids and others that use the ball fields.

Weed control and more picking up after pets

I would like to see a walking/biking trail over the Yellowstone a Mayors Landing.

recently there has been human poop on the trail by the baseball fields more than once

Swimming and Swim lessons should be a priority with so many families so close to a potentially dangerous river... We should develop a HUGE splash park/swim pool/lazy river/slides... There should be huge emphasis on teaching our children to swim and deal with water -- if we modeled something close to what Helena has with the large pool, slides, lazy river, fountains -- I think we would be on the right track for offering fun, safe opportunity for our community, with the large emphasis on safety around water -- even if families would spend more time at the waterpark than the river, it could be a good thing! Right now, many children find the small splash parks overcrowded and with a tiny footprint, sending them to the Yellowstone river to cool off on a hot day (of which we see plenty in the Summer) -- the Yellowstone is not very safe, and there are often no people looking out for our youngsters (like lifeguards and such).

pedestrian bridge over Mayors Landing would be a great benefit. Not a vehicle access.

Maintain and keep grandfather rights for historic structures like the Civic Center. DO NOT TEAR DOWN!

The O street connector is an excellent addition. I think it's critical to work with landowners to connect the trail along the river in between the ballfields and Mayors Landing as well as the development of a formal
trail system up by High Ground. Also, it would be terrific to formally develop a route from where the 'new' trail dumps out onto the road across from Mayors on up into the BLM, state and Forest Service lands. It would be our own town to the mountains trail.

$500,000 for the .5 mile O St Connector is a waste of money. A bike lane should have been added to the existing road. Bozeman doesn't pave their trails and their tax basis is huge compared to ours.

The road really needs to be fixed that goes to the parking lot for the Free River Access, over by the old Pop Stand. That's probably not the responsibility of the city though.

You have a great opportunity in Livingston which is rapidly transitioning from an Ag, transportation, and manufacturing base to a tourism/services based economy. Interconnectivity of trails and access is a draw for our local economy.

The original Depot to Carter's bridge plan had money for trees. Where are the trees? Don't spend money on lighting, we want to enjoy the stars. Users user at their own risk.

I love the newly finished connector trail! Thank you. Would it be possible to add a crosswalk across the railroad and park street for residents from North side to join the trail?

I would love to see more planning going into new developments that include bike/walking trails that allow access to downtown trails. Connectivity throughout the city limits brings the community together. I would vote for more trails that preserve wildlife and waterfowl habitat that are less "formal" and longer. I think there are ample short, paved trails for folks who have physical limitations. I also support designated dog parks to decrease user conflict.

Ridiculous the bathrooms and water fountains are shut down at our parks when people are still utilizing them in October. Guess you'd rather have children going potty outside.

Would like more connectivity. For example, a trail along the highway past the hospital so you can do a loop without getting run over.

Sacajawea Park is in complete disarray. The soccer nets are all torn, the playground equipment is cracked and some of the wood is rotten. The bushes are overgrown The skate park isn't finish, the grass
hasn't been planted, the parking lot has huge pot holes. The parking lot at the north side soccer field is full of holes and the new walking path is on the other end of town where no one lives.

Front street to parks on north side is bad for walkers a bike riders. Need a trail along south side of the road there.

Stroller friendly sidewalks are appreciated. Also, in the dog off leash areas it would be nice if there was a sign or some education to still not let one's dog run up to other people walking or who may have their dog on leash. I have been put in a lot of scary situations while our walking in our parks as our community grows.

Reduce the mud puddles that occur seasonally on the levee trail and Myers trail.

I don't think it's right to charge a fee to reserve picnic facilities at Sacajawea....Reserving is one thing; to charge for the reservation just isn't right....

Safer shoulders on highways and roads for pedestrians and cyclists.

I think money needs to go to needed essentials before new trails and facilities.

Long Shot: I would love to run the entire riverfront from 9th St. to the Veteran's Memorial Bridge on one continuous trail. Also, I'd love to have the trail system be connected into one continuous loop around Livingston.

Considering where we live, our Parks and Trails should be a huge priority.

More parks just for walking and being there with fountains or water would be wonderful.

Too truncated. Safe connectivity is essential.

I would like to see the city come to some agreement with the "Girl Scout" camp so the bridge could be reinstated for access to Mayor's Landing and the dog park.
A big concern of mine relates to how we protect the natural values of Livingston (wildlife, water quality, the river and other natural features even as we develop more outdoor recreation opportunities. While there are some natural areas that would be nice to be able to access, my fear is that they would end up being seriously degraded by people, dogs, trails, etc. The situation at Mayors Landing is a good case in point. It is an ecological disaster. I could see the same thing happen, say for example, if the Long property some how came into city ownership. Trails in particular can be very damaging to the natural environment. Access and conservation are two very different things. And people tend to want to access the very places that are most important to wildlife - such as the riparian corridors along rivers and streams. I would like to see us gain a much better understanding of how we can avoid or mitigate these sorts of impacts before we significantly expand our trails and open space protection efforts.

I would love to have access to Mayor's from M Street again. Hopefully conflict can be resolved. Excited about O street connector.

We live in such a beautiful area and so our parks/trails are so important. Many of us came here for the outdoor opportunities & I know I take pride in our city. It is so special.

I would like see: - connection between the Band shell / levy trail and the Meyer's Landing dog park - pedestrian bridge across river to connect the Meyer's Landing dog park and the Meyer's view trails - more off-leash dog areas, the Meyer's view trail would get a lot more use if it could be off-leash.

There are not ANY trails that connect to each other in our town!

Connectivity from North to South side of town. I would like a safe route other than the underpass for my kids and I to ride bikes to school. Connecting designated trails throughout town and neighborhoods that are well lit are also appealing as the city grows.

I went to college in Missoula and SO miss the trail system. It is peaceful and restorative. I always felt safe, healthy, and connected to my community when I was on the trails. It is one of the only things that I miss from Missoula! I would love to copy what they did.

Not enough places to walk dogs, bicycle, etc. I often drive 30 minutes down the valley to take my dogs on a meaningful (hour long, 3-4 miles) walk. I have always lived in places where there is a trail system close by to conveniently get a good walk in. The trails here are very short.
I do not see the majority of the bike paths being used enough, properly or safely. Especially the bike path on West Park St.

Noxious weeds need more resources to maintain. Commissioners need to prioritize funding to support this maintenance.

Greatest concern is expanding wooded trails that allow responsible off leash dog walking. As such a pro-dog community, we need more access.

Lack of garbage receptacles are concerning.

What I notice is the issue of animal waste. It's pretty unpleasant to have it on the trail.

Trees are planted and then forgotten about with no attempt to protect them from deer. It seems that over half are destroyed and are left dead. Huge waste of money. Look at the trail that connects N 12th ST with N 9th ST. Half the trees are dead.

Would love to see more and longer trails throughout town and more connection of trails to the mountains.

I love to see more interconnected trails and opportunities for longer routes connecting towards State and Federal Lands. Also more off-leash dog opportunities which do not need to be fenced dog areas but areas where humans and dogs can get exercise together.

The more walking trails and connecting trails the better. Thanks much.

As Livingston grows, we will need more open space

More trails that are protected by wind. More naturalized areas (not paved). If play areas, more that are "natural" - areas that mimic what you might find in the woods (Bozeman has several now).

GVLT has done such great work in Bozeman expanding the trail system. Park county could use a similar partner
dogs running loose in areas where leash law is in effect

Too many dogs, dog feces and inconsiderate dog owners

Most Livingston parks feel dated

Loss of Fleshman Creek/Girl Scout trail a tragedy.

Would like to see more public outreach and city sponsored community events.

I would like to see more connectivity between trails and parks, so that one doesn’t need to drive to them.

I can’t think of another town in the Mountain West with so few trails adjacent to town.

I am seriously disturbed by the former sale by the city of Livingston of the current Girl Scout property. This should never have occurred and the way the Girl Scouts are handling the situation is appalling.

Love the trail system, we need more!

More connectivity would be great. More toilets open year-round for runners. Thanks for all you do!

Forester to maintain trees

Like to see leash laws enforced consistently. Would also like to see more garbage cans in Sacajawea by the river.

More trails needed!!!!
It would be nice to have a large park like Sacajawea become dog friendly and/or design the dog park to include trees, benches/tables, and connect to surrounding trails.

Trail system development to access dog park via town (M ST).

Indoor city swimming pool

Livingston walking path needs trees, garbage cans, benches,

(1) the trail around Miles Park/the ballfields needs tending. at the far eastern end (by John Long's property), rain, snow, sprinklers on the ball fields, and cars/trucks/vans make a huge muddy mess, especially where it climbs up to/down from the levee. also need more rocks/gravel on the entire trail to cut down on the mud (which creates erosion). (2) I love the trail out along Fleshman Creek near the cemetery; but is there any way to carve out a trail down to the moving water in one place? and mark that it's a leash-free trail (for those who can control their dogs) at either end? (3) the conflict with the girl scouts regarding the trail through the woods behind mayor's landing MUST be resolved to include public access. (4) yay for poop-bag supplies. it has made a HUGE difference. boo to the people who don't use them.

Girl scout property should be purchased and returned to public use.

I would truly appreciate a paved trail where I feel safe to walk or bike alone.

Too many off leash dogs!

Many residents would like the city trails to connect to national forest and wilderness areas.

The current level of maintenance is inadequate. Better irrigation, mowing, weed control, and trimming is required.

Dog owners need to be held accountable for their own and their pets behavior
Would be great to have more extensive network of natural single track trails for hiking/running/biking. Ideally these could be developed using public land and easements to link up town to the surrounding national forest trails, like they have done in Bozeman.

I am disappointed in the weed control and maintenance of trails, parks and structures. Open green park and recreational sites make or break a towns appearance. These spaces should be far better maintained on our town. Sand/dirt on bike trails from snow removal in the winter is a constant ugly issue along park. Weed control is poor. Structures particularly at Sacajawea are an eyesore.

I would love to see the development of any of the existing children's play structures to include more thoughtfully designed areas for access for children with disabilities as well as areas that for nature focus play or structures that are part of the landscape such as the story mill park in Bozeman.

The current trails are in terrible shape, you put gravel down, but the weeds have taken over and it's easy to trip and fall, or run into snakes because the trails are not maintained properly. Please don't make any more trails, maintain the current trails first!

It would be nice to have a trail system similar to bozeman so kids can ride bikes more safely than on the streets, and folks can walk, bike or ski to work, so we can cut down on traffic.

Dog sh!t, goose sh!t, littering needs to be addressed.

You need to build more connecting trails and execute current trails projects in a timely fashion it is absurd how long it takes for improvement. I filled out a trail survey about 15 years ago and only a few minor changes have occurred since then.

More connectivity is needed.

I am concerned about the pedestrian access bridge over Fleshman Creek to get to Meyer's landing from the corner of M. and Clark St. There needs to be a more permanent bridge and a resolution of property use with the Girl Scouts. We live a few blocks from that access and my kids like to play in that area and the creek. They use the bridge to get to the Yellowstone River to fish as well. They have been harassed by adults telling them they are trespassing while playing in the creek. Our family has been walking in those woods for 10 years, they are a wonderful asset to any community and should be shared by all.

I feel the city has a lot of property which could have more access and public use options made available.
M Street trail was the best neighborhood trail in town. So sad to have it taken away. What can we do to get it public again?

Fenced in dog parks are needed for healthy happy dogs & to discourage off-leash activity in other areas.

Thoughtful consideration for year round public transportation as well as a request local mountain bike trail system (with in 2 miles along a bike route from town)

Not enough recycling containers alongside trash. No effort to encourage recycling. No enforcement of leash laws where required, including in-town. Not enough benches (particularly shaded) on more rural trails.

Would like to see the pool open later in the season.

For a city the size of Livingston, the trails in general are scarce and conditions aren't maintained as good as they should be.

I would like more off leash dog walking in nature areas trail areas now that the Girl Scouts have closed that trail. I used it daily. Now I am only motivated to do a walk around the windy, dusty, short circle that is Moja Park once a week at most. I not only clean up after my dog, but others' dogs and work hard to promote responsible dog owner behavior.

I really love how Livingston parks are now! Compared to other cities come on we have them beat. Less is more, if we can take care of what we have.

Frustrated when dogs are supposed to be on leash and are not.

when building dog parks please put up fences along the boundaries and clear signage so that people and dogs don't trespass. We need a hockey arena.

Trail connectivity and promotion of alternative transportation in town; including bike lanes. More local trails connecting town to rural spaces.
Any new major developments should require complete streets (sidewalks, bike lanes etc.) and connect to existing trail system. I dream of a recreation corridor near the river that includes the Rec center, a more extensive network along the river, pump track, and eventually a bed Bridge to a system of trails up on the bench. parks/trails and recreational facilities are severely lacking on the north side.

Connectivity, connectivity, connectivity.

Please enforce dog leash laws. And keep unimproved trail surfaces unimproved. New trail surfaces should also be unimproved. Garbage collection is sometimes erratic.

Quit raising our taxes! We don't need flushable toilets or paved trails.

I stay away from trails with bicyclists. I wish they had their own trail system they and they only paid taxes on. I would vote note on any increase if bike trails are included.

More linked trails, more dog-friendly and off leash areas with natural features (trees, water, bird watching) and protection from the wind. Dog waste stations and clearly marked trail sign if dog allowed.

Excited about the new connector trail! Feel like we need similar connectors around town.

Our parks & trails seem unkempt. I would like to see us take care of what we have before building more.

We need more trails, and public open spaces.

We need better maintenance of what we have before we expand.....

Not enough trail connections. Too dispersed. Would rather bike to trails than need to drive.

We need that Girl Scout trail back.
More connectivity! A trail over river at Mayors, connecting berm trail to mayors

I would like to see old railroad tracks converted to bike trails

I am concerned that City employees disregard public input and are not prioritizing human-wildlife elements.

I believe the recreation department has its priorities misaligned, not concerned with the whole picture. We seem to keep losing events and maintenance of facilities with no explanation. However, the rec department seems to be enhanced. Volunteers have to improve parks. Where is the funding spent?

Would like better bike/walking access to town from south as traffic and I-90 exit area are noisy, uncomfortably public, and dangerous. Could possibly use ditch association tunnel when not in use? Also, there should be a road and trail from Wineglass to Exit 330 as was promised by Viens when granted subdivision.

I would love to see better connectivity between our parks and from our urban areas to public lands.

To many bike trails.

Need better maintenance of existing parks and recreation facilities, and a focused campaign on improving dog owner responsibility and respect for local ordinances.

Need more connected trails.

Q15 Comments:

locations

I do visit

I have a trail near my house but didn’t use it much because of the weeds being overgrown on the trail and afraid of not seeing the snakes because of that.
I have better things to take care of. So does the city of Livingston, i.e.; streets, ball fields, schools, etc. Your attempts to make Livingston a tourist trap have not gone unnoticed. You look like irresponsible managers when many things are needed to be taken care of like the crossing to Hwy 10 from the subdivisions north of Park st.

Love of their existing design.

I visit them all the time.

I did visit. Please make sure you spend your budget money on skilled staff. I'm hesitant to contribute tax dollars only to see some 17 yr old kid out there hacking trees or shearing hedges down to 3' by 4'' wide. The parks shrubbery was once lively! It's looking very nice again! Be VERY careful who you have doing things and look for experts to train staff or do work. So folks are just loggers selling themselves as Arborists. Youth can do a great job but make darn sure they have the skill set so they don't girdle young trees while weed whacking. I've seen it too many times, it ticks me off, we paid for them to kill the young trees, totally avoidable!!! Have staff clean facilities, teach them to paint. These are general ideas of why one, myself included doesn't enjoy using public Pks/Trls. (Not sure where this comment fits). Also the softball field/skatepark/walking trail bathroom is disgusting, it's very proximal to lots of user area please give it some attention!!

Too busy

We live in the middle of recreational opportunities outside of town everywhere.

I do visit the parks and trails but am not a full time resident.

Have visited many times and enjoyed them

I have dogs who do not do well with other dogs, so we frequent outlying dirt roads. I also have mobility issues.

I am primarily interested in walking my dog in nature daily year round.

I'm not from California, I go and enjoy real Montana. So basically anything outside of town.

Q22 Comments

up keep is very important

More trail connectivity outside city limits

Happy the trail expanded east of town.
It's a beautiful park! Would love a fenced dog park and more paved trails.

New trails

I love to new connection trail! Thank you for the thought and work that went into that. One suggestion, that I'm sure has been addressed, is the addition of street lights for the trail.

Sincerely appreciate all efforts. Thank you.

Things are good

O street trail - good job. That opens tons of biking and running options that were hard to get to before.

We should not wait until it starts snowing to replace water lines, etc.

I would really enjoy a connection of trail from the north side down to the river and out to the hospital!!!

Please restore public access to the connection at the end of M street to the trails by the Girl Scout property

I like the majority of our parks... As with anything, there is always room for improvement... I do, however, think that more time should be put into making sure the existing playgrounds are SAFE! I often see pieces falling, screw points or heads ready to snag young body parts, rebar sticking out of the ground -- lots of this stuff could be checked on more often than the current model, and I'm sure there are many like I who would be willing to volunteer time to help out with small/large fixes. Thanks for the survey! I appreciate you gathering knowledge from all of us willing to participate in such! I love Livingston and its community -- I would love to see it thrive and improve for me, my wife, and my two children!

Create a wellness center at the high school with the school district and county.

As compared to many other towns we have a great park system, but I am never against more development of parks as well as preservation of natural areas with limited impact walking trails and picnic areas.
I love the fleischman trail. Thank you!

See item #15. I'm not trying to be negative, just trying to be accurate. I've lived here too long (yah native) and much of our equipment is older than me, my sister and possibly my 80+ yr old parents. We can and should do better. Bozeman folks use our area ALL the time get some cash from them too! Don't forget those tourist and the 'I just moved here's folks' they put a tremendous impact on our area! God forbid they pack out their own trash in that rental vehicle they have! Anyway, some of you are doing a fabulous job and I appreciate your efforts immensely! We do have a lot of older folks here and quite frankly a lot of lazy folks here so mustering support is challenging but people want parks and rec and we want the people that want parks and rec! Bozeman doesn't make the top ten places to live over and over because of Walmart and N 19th!

More trees in M Street Park

Love the trail expansions!

The fees to use picnic shelters at the parks are way too high.

Fenced dog Park!!!!!! More dog accessible areas!!!

This e.mail mentioned that this survey is open only until tomorrow. Timing is everything. Glad you got these out today.

I love our parks

I love the improvements you've made!

It's nice to see the grass getting mowed. The mowers are very polite and pause to let me pass

pedestrian railroad crossing at KPRK
I love the extension of the trail that goes down Hwy 89 to old Yellowstone Trail.

Nice to have all the trails connected so we can go quite a distance whether biking, walking or running. Maybe more parking at river access as this past summer the parking was full at most of them on nice weather weekends. Sacajawea Park/bandshell area etc is just so pretty and cared for. Thank you for all you do!!!

Thank you for the O-Street Connector! This is a really great enhancement to making our town safer and more walkable. I support any similar enhancements that encourage residents to get outdoors.

The trail system upgrade is awesome

Thank you for asking.

More family and kid friendly options/activities that are free or affordable need to happen in this community.

I would live to have multi use trails that go out of town for biking. The roads around here are so busy that biking, to me, is dangerous.

Maintenance and upkeep of trails and playgrounds should be a priority for the town to enhance our overall community. Linking trails to create longer running routes throughout town would be much appreciated and help create a healthier community.

The City Recreation Department does a tremendous job given limited resources. And thank you to the board members who volunteer their time to improve our outdoor recreation opportunities.

Thanks for mowing Myer River Trail!

Set up a water quality monitoring program for the Yellowstone River in Livingston. Plan development so Livingston is not a part of Bozeman spawl.

Parks & Trails needs a budget line that isn't tapped by Cemeteries or the Rec Dept.
what about trails through the golf course

Loud vehicles and dogs barking are both huge quality of life issues in Livingston.

We love the Livingston parks.

We need a natural park. There is the area by the water treatment plant that is amazing and under utilized.

The city needs a year round disc golf course.

Keep up the good work!

The back trail area in the wooded part of mayors landing- what is going on with the no trespassing signs. And the small bridge at M Street was taken down- not great because I like to use that to access dog park in the winter when my car can't make it to the mayors landing parking lot but can make it to the m street area.

Better Parks and Recreation Dept.

see #14 ... plus, since the baseball/softball people are not using all seven ball fields within the miles park complex. please explore the idea of opening/removing one or more of those to public use. OR make one of them a fenced area for people who want to run their dogs but can't control them.

Love the livingston parks and rec! Thank you for all that you do to make this community and access so wonderful. It's a big reason why we love living here.

New swimming pool/facility

Thank you for all the work you do on a limited budget, I enjoy all the parks that we currently have and think they are thoughtfully designed and well maintained given your resources.
Consider a volunteer tree planting task force.

Garbage cans along trails.

I'm glad to see something is being done to connect a foot path to the KPRK bridge. I had feared someone would have to get killed by a car before the city did anything. Kudos for starting the project, I just hope you can complete it before the weather shuts it down.

Thank you sooo very much for constructing the O. St. connector trail to the KPRK bridge!! We will use that daily!!

We could really use more bike trails!

Is there any chance of a trail heading north on the west bank of the Yellowstone past the sewage treatment plant?

Collaboration with Park County on the vision for trail development and connectivity

Incorporating solar powered shelters.

It would be great to access an off leash dog park that I wouldn't have to drive to. I live near the depot but would happily walk leash walk 6-8 blocks to get to an off leash romping area...

More mountain bike trails, please!

I really just love the parks and trail system. I think everyone has been doing a great job! Sacajawea Park is one of the main reasons I moved here 20 years ago.

I enjoy running with my dog and toddler via stroller. I live in Ridgeview Trails and the safe access to trails by sidewalks is non-existent. I have to run/walk on Star every day where people are distracted and speeding. It's super frustrating.
We need a hockey arena!!!!!!!

THANK YOU!

Stop being socialist. Raise money through the private sector and donations if you want your pet projects.

I am willing to work hard, even fundraise, to advocate for responsible dog owner behavior and expanded off leash trail access. Since the Girl Scouts blocked access, I now use trails weekly instead of daily. I miss those year round walks enjoying the seasons with my dogs terribly. I wish there was also a dog park within walking distance across the tracks or linked to the Hopa Mountain Trail.

Would love more access to wild city property! And a natural play space might be cool to use for classes, homeschool, and community/cultural events.

More connected trails, even if very basic path to walk and bike around the community....

Love the Myers river trail and the bike path to carter's.

The new O st connector is looking great! Can't wait to use it.

Thank you for your service to better our community!

Sac. park rules are not enforced, i have a dog that i walk daily, i run daily and walk to work daily yet i see others with dogs unleashed, people parking in the park, camping in the park, and dogs crapping in the parks while people ignore it. No accountability. I do not believe the City is doing their due diligence it the parks and rec department or ordinances yet want to raise taxes.

Bike lanes?

We are very enthusiastic about parks and trails and appreciate all the hard work of the Parks and Trails Committee. We were disappointed when the pedestrian flags were removed from downtown, we regularly
cross there and thought that they flags were a really nice safety feature. The new trail out to the hospital is very exciting to see, thank you for all your work making our community better!

Consider local business when building trails. Do not let trails impede business.